
Your Nutrition (Part 1) – How To Set Your Diet Up 
For Your Goals – Determining Calories and Macros 
 
In Order To Succeed At This Game You MUST Shift Your Mindset From Dieting to 
NUTRITION 

a. Nutrition = Nurture 
b. Food nourishes the body and effects change due to overall set up - 

catabolic/anabolic/homeostasis 
 
RoxStar Fitness Stance On Food and Nutrition: 
 
 

You must EAT to be lean, EAT to lose fat, EAT to grow, EAT to be stronger, EAT 
to be better than you were the day before, EAT to reach your body 

transformation goals… 
 

Food is your GREATEST ALLY, not your worst enemy. 

 
RoxStar Fitness approach to meal planning focuses on affecting change and 
getting results while keeping calories as HIGH as realistically possible - even 
while in a caloric deficit. 
 
In Order to be TRULY Free In This Game of NUTRITION, You Must Understand 
The Importance of ALL Macros 

a. Release the fear of feeding the body. Every macro plays an important role in the 
diet and none should be completely avoided 

b. Macros CAN be adjusted to elicit change. Lowering carbohydrates in a diet for 
example to push fat loss. At the same time fats need to go up to make up for 
the calories lost from the lowered carbs 

i. One recent RoxStar who is around 180 pounds, came to us eating around 
1600 calories a day and hit a plateau. We adjusted her diet so she was 
eating 2000 calories a day, started on a carb cycle which had her eating 
87g of fat PER DAY, and 100g of carbs per day. She saw amazing progress 
and change in her first check in, and IMPROVED energy and focus. 

ii. Illustrates that specific macros are not the problem and should not be 
villainized. 

c. Understanding macros allows you to read food labels without freaking out. 



i. When you understand the role each macro plays in this game, and how 
they affect the body, you are FREE of the chains of fear and can approach 
your nutrition game with more clarity and understanding. 

 
Your Views On Calories Is PARAMOUNT To Long Term Success - Food = 
Nourishment 

a. Understanding that calories are the foundation upon which a fat loss program 
is built 

b. Diet is everything.  
i. You can never outtrain a bad diet. 
ii. But, a bad diet isn’t just one filled with junk. It can be a “clean” diet too, 

but one that doesn’t meet your needs and lifestyle. 
c. Eating too little when it comes to fat loss only slows down the metabolism even 

faster. 
i. This is why it’s important to start with smaller deficits than creating large 

ones at the beginning of a diet cycle. 
1. Becomes like diminishing returns down the line - you can only cut 

calories so much. 
d. RoxStar Fitness fat loss plans typically begin with a 10-15% deficit from TDEE for 

most client plans. (Goal and client specific) 
 
Setting Up Calories - The Nitty Gritty 

a. Before we talk about equations, the RSF Inner Circle provides for members a 
Daily Macros, Calorie, and BMR calculator that can figure all this stuff for you. 

i. Access it as an All Access Inner Circle Member. 
ii. Uses the reliable Mifflin-St. Jeor Formula, and the Katch Mcardle Formula 

for factoring in body fat %. 
iii. Uses the same kind of intelligence and equations we use for client 

planning within our one-on-one coaching practice. 
b. Basic Equation to find maintenance calories “For Dummies Version”: 

i. 15 x BW in pounds for active individuals 
ii. 14 x BW in pounds for less active individuals (or those with slower 

metabolisms, you may even try 13 x BW) 
iii. Either of these will give a ballpark number very close to the Mifflin-St. 

Jeor. 
iv. Equations are just STARTING POINTS. They are not exact. It gives you a 

base from which you can tweak after practical application. 
v. DON’T BE AFRAID TO TWEAK YOUR NUMBERS AFTER YOU FIND THE 

ANSWER TO THE EQUATIONS ABOVE. 



1. If it feels too high or too low, adjust by a small amount (+/- 
100-200 calories) and apply it to yourself taking note on how your 
body responds. 

c. For fat loss once you determine your daily maintenance calories, take a 10-15% 
deficit from that number, that will be your starting point for your diet. 

i. Take a smaller deficit if you wish to take things at a slow pace, and 
perhaps preserve even more lean mass. 

ii. Take a bigger deficit if you are looking to push fat loss more aggressively. 
iii. You can set calories at a 20% deficit which will leave for a larger drop 

overall in totals for the day. That’s perfectly fine, but listen to your body 
first and foremost. If you feel the need to raise calories a bit, do so. 

 
Where To Set Your Macros 

a. This can be the trickier part, but a little formula I would suggest: 
i. Protein 

1. Grossly overrated in the fitness circles. 
2. RoxStar plans typically start around 1-1.2 x BW for grams. 

a. Usually enough for the requirements of any goals 
b. Lower carb plans tend to be on the higher side and closer to 

1.2 x BW 
3. There is no evidence that more is better. So 1.5 to 2 x BW in 

protein can be overkill. RDA is around .8 X BW in KG for the 
average adult - that’s a SMALL amount. 

ii. Fats 
1. Fats are NOT the enemy in your diet. 
2. Choosing healthy fats is the best course of action for any plan set 

up. 
a. Coconut oil, Red Palm Oil, Olive Oil, Avocados, Nuts, and 

fattier cuts of meat like beef and fish (salmon for example), 
fish oils, flax seeds and flax seed oil. 

b. Coconut oil as a medium chain triglyceride has been shown 
in studies to greatly impact fat loss. 

i. As an MCT can be burned for energy, can also help 
the body to break down fatty acids stored within 
your fat cells. 

ii. Essential addition to any fat loss plan due to these 
properties. 

3. Calculation: Fats can range between .25 to .45 X BW to total the 
amount of grams for your diet. 



a. Lower fat amounts will allow for more carbohydrates. So if 
a low fat/high carb diet works well for you, .25 to .30 X BW 
is a great starting point for you. 

b. If you choose a low carb approach, then fats MUST be set 
higher on your diet. So keeping fats closer to .40 to .45 X 
BW is the best starting point for you with this kind of set up. 

c. Fats and carbs work CONVERSELY. As one goes down the 
other must go up. 

d. The body will gladly use fats in the absence of carbs as 
energy. 

e. Keep protein higher to keep the body from breaking down 
muscle, and help to blunt hunger. 

i. Protein can remain around 1.2 X BW. 
iii. Carbohydrates 

1. The body has a preference towards carbohydrates as the main 
source of energy. 

a. You can easily manipulate the amount of carbs in a diet to 
produce a variety of results, and achieve as many a variety 
of goals. 

2. Lower carb plans have been shown in studies to best promote fat 
loss when compared to other diets. 

a. At the end of the day, regardless of macro set up, if you are 
running a caloric deficit you will still see fat loss. 

b. Great type of set up for those who may be a bit insulin 
resistant, or don’t respond well to higher carb plans. 

c. Carbs and fats work CONVERSELY. As one goes down the 
other MUST go up. So if you lower your carbs, RAISE YOUR 
FATS. 

d. Carbs will make up the remaining calories from the diet. 
 

Keep in mind these are all CALCULATIONS, so they are simply a BASE AND 
FOUNDATION for a plan, but they CAN AND SHOULD BE TWEAKED! 
 
Final Tips: 

● Put your tweak in action, and stay on it for about 2 weeks and see how your body 
responds from there. 

● If you have some good progress during that 2 week period  DO NOT CHANGE YOUR 
DIET. Continue to follow it until you see things slow down a bit in the case of fat loss. 



● When things DO slow down, try to deduct a small amount of calories. A simple 50100 
calorie drop per day can go A LONG WAY! 

● Keep in mind that your goal is to always NOURISH AND FEED the body. So large 
deficits are not always necessary.  

● Another trick you can play with is simply adjust macros a bit. So maybe instead of a big 
deficit, you can lower calories by about 50 calories per day, but make those 50 calories 
come from either the fats OR carbs on the plan. See how the body responds and go 
from there. 

● Protein should remain constant throughout the fat loss phase. You can recalculate the 
amount on the diet every 56 pounds lost or so. 

   



Week 1 Action Item and Goal Challenge 
 
Our focus for this week is setting up your nutrition the right way, and bringing your fat loss goal 
to the forefront.  Use the following to set up your plan: 
 
Current Body Weight (Pounds): _________ 
 
Estimated Maintenance Calories 
Factor in 13 x BW for slower metabolisms, 14 x BW if you have a more sedentary lifestyle 
(sitting at a desk all day, or very little motion), 15 x BW if you are more active (training between 
35 days a week or more). 
 
Estimated Maintenance Calories: _________ 
 
Caloric Deficit 
Now, we need to find your starting deficit. You can choose between 1015% of a deficit for your 
caloric needs.  If you want to start a little slower with fat loss start between 1011%. If you wish 
to push your fat loss a little more, choose between 1315% (many of our clients start at an even 
15% deficit). Equation is  Maintenance calories (ie 2200)  10% = 1980 calories per day for fat 
loss. 
 
Daily Fat Loss Calories:___________ 
 
Protein Grams Per Day 
For your protein, start with factoring 1 to 1.2 X BW to figure out how much you should eat per 
day. For those who weigh over 170 pounds, I typically like to leave the equation closer to 1 X 
BW, unless we’re talking a leaner individual, then I will go ahead and set things at 1.1 to 1.2 x 
BW. Smaller frames can stay closer to 1.2 x BW. Athletic frames can stay between 1 to 1.2 x 
BW, consider how much protein you may be used to be eating on a daily basis, and allow that to 
guide you. Increasing protein can be hard on the digestive tract, so including fiber rich foods 
(and maybe digestive enzymes if you feel constipated) can help a whole lot. 
 
Daily Protein Amount In Grams: ________ 
 
Fat Grams Per Day 
For fat grams, you have a range you can consider. If you feel like you do better on a lower 
fat/high to moderate carb approach, set your fats to be between .25 to .35 x BW. The lower the 
fat, the higher the carbs will be. If you want to try a low carb approach, then keep fats between 
.40 to .45 x BW for your grams per day. The higher the fat, the lower the carbs. 
 
Daily Fat Amount In Grams: ________ 
 



* Do NOT fear the higher grams of fat per day. They will NOT make you fat eating more. 
 
Carbohydrate Grams Per Day 
The remainder of the calories left will be now allocated for carbs. There are 4 calories 
for every one gram of carbohydrates. And just FYI, protein has 1 calories per gram, 
fats have 9 calories per gram, alcohol has 7 calories per gram. 
 
So whatever is remaining calorically after you finish the above equations will be 
subtracted from the maintenance calories. Then, that amount will be divided by 4 to 
give you the amount of carbs in grams you need to eat per day. 
 
Let’s take an example of a woman who is 145 pounds and factor in the above 
equations. 
 
145 x 15 = 2175 Calories for maintenance 
2175 - 15% = 1849 Calories per day for fat loss 
145 x 1.2 = 174g of Protein per day (174 x 4 = 696 calories per day) 
145 x .35 = ~51g of Fat per day - rounded up (51 x 9 = 459 calories per day) 
1849 - 1155 = 694 Calories remaining for carbs 
694/4 = 174g of carbs for the day! 
 
 


